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There has been much debate over
the failure of CRT to satisfactorily supervise
the conclusion of the works to restore the
damaged embankment between locks on the
Birmingham and Fazeley Canal at Minworth
adjacent to the A38 trunk road. The result has
been that deeper drafted boats now either
avoid passage for fear of getting stranded or
experience a slightly worse bumpy ride
through the affected pound than before the
works took place.

Early in 2018 I offered Enterprise
and crew to help the Black Country Living
Museum fulfill its commitment to dry dock the
wooden joey boat Birchills at Grendon. The
date booked was the (ironically) 13 November
and fortuitously for both boats. The tug was then
at Stretton Wharf, Brinklow and the joey at
Tipton. That settled it, we had to do Minworth!

However, given the dismal reports
from various boaters and despite assurances
from CRT that the maximum draft was currently
90 cm. (2ft.11in.) we made a contingency plan

just in case Enterprise could not get through.
Mike Anson agreed to take his Hudson tug
Joanna up to the BCLM to collect the joey
assisted by Francis Stapleton, Howard Worth
and Dave Parry whilst Janet and I would
proceed from Stretton Stop with the intention of
meeting at Spaghetti Junction. This gave the
option of Joanna bringing the joey as far as
Minworth and had the advantage of reducing
our round trip time by 3 days. So Joanna and
the Birchills set off down Farmers Bridge and
Enterprise from the ‘Hare and Hounds’ below
Minworth bottom at 08.00 on Friday 9
November. The rendezvous was set for 12.00.

By all accounts progress was without
incident down the 13 and the 9. However,
overhanging offside willow trees between
Dickens Bridge and Minworth bottom totally
obscured sight of the channel! Once at the
bottom lock the level in the offending pound
above was just about on weir. We progressed
steadily at first but came to a standstill at
Hansons bridgehole, there is a way through 
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and you find it after about 10 minutes bouncing
around hard lumps.

The crux follows as you come across
the line of wood fendering along the repaired
section of towpath wall. A dead stop on a firm
bottom. Luckily the local fishing bailiff was
nearby walking his dog and willingly offered to
help if we chucked him a windlass, which we
did as both of us were on the tug and 12ft. from
the bank! We did not expect much lift but were
able to pivot enough to get our long plank and
the crew ashore to supervise the lock/flushing
operations. As observed the pound was full so
it was critical to watch out for the rise in level
(barely an inch) as the wave passed and try to
gently ease forward on the lift, slight
movement, neutral for a while and awaited the
rebounding wave augmented, if your timing is
clever, by coincidence with the next flush. We
wobbled and crunched on and with the third
flushing got clear only to have to repeat the
whole operation a boat’s length further on
where the wooden fender finishes. You would
think that was it, but no! As you pass the
towpath ‘motorcycle defence’ gate we grind to
a halt for the third time: it is getting boring!
Repeat same procedure as above. It would
appear, observing the offside bank, that this is
where the plant access road began and cut
across into the channel. Once clear of these
obstructions and demolishing the scour below

the middle lock, of course, we had to refill the
next pound.

In brief, we did get through taking the
best part of an hour extra! Surprisingly we did
make Gravelly Hill by 12.15 and waited a short
while for the other team to arrive. Lunch was
consumed and tow exchanged. Now you might
have thought that the return trip would be
better …… NO, it wasn’t much. So much for
CRT’s claim that working a deep boat through
might improve the channel, which we believe
they had tried already. Gravel/scalpings cannot
be moved as easily as mud and normal silt!
The joey, drawing only 15”, was bow hauled
smoothly through the length.

To cut an even longer story short,
that was 2 passes, we then docked
satisfactorily and on time but then faced the
return trip to Dudley. YES … It was a repeat
performance! One additional delay going up on
Tues 4 Dec. was that when bringing the joey
through, the top gate of the top lock would not
budge more the a couple of feet due to
dragging on the bottom. Keb-raked and found
‘nuffink’. So all the spare bods sat on the beam
at which point we recognised the problem, the
collar ‘wasn’t’, one leg fractured due to
corrosion inside the ground anchor socket!
Being extremely cautious 4 of us managed to
balance the gate to open and escape, at the 
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same time alerting the Birmingham office to
the emergency.

I learnt the following day from the

Cambrian Wharf office that the boat which we
passed shortly afterwards going the other way
was held up for about 3 hours whilst CRT fixed
it. Hmm, on our return with the tug to Stretton
Wharf it looked as though the broken collar
strap had been welded back together!

Dare I say it, our second descent
was no less troublesome than the first. So we
did 4 transits through the obstructing debris
with little improvement. The important points to
note being 1) the water level on each occasion
was brought up to weir, 2) whilst on the dock
we measured the max. draft of Enterprise as
accurately as possible and recorded 3ft.1in. at
the stern and 2ft.9in. at the fore-end with tanks
half full.

There you have it, draw your own
conclusions…

I can’t finish without saying that the
state of silting and debris in the bottom 2
pounds at Aston is still deplorable. Worst was
that, again despite plenty of water, we needed
to flush the tug into the bottom lock going up (4
Dec.) and grounded solidly again in the bottom
on the way down (18 Dec.). This has been our
experience repeatedly over 30 years. We kid
ourselves that things are getting better?
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Middlewich Breach now open
Malvern was the first boat through
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